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Hanna fund, OhioLINK enhanceAndrews
By LIZPUTERBAUGH
. Andrews Library will see several
new developments in the next few
years, accenting to Damon Hickey,
director of the library.
By 1996. Andrews Library is ex-
pected to join C4raUNK,astatewide
system that electronically connects
major college libraries, as Hkkey
outlined inaletter in theNov. 19issue
of the Voice. University libraries like
Case Western Reserve and Ohio State
University will be members by 1995,
and private colleges will follow the
next year. Only those institutions
with a certain brand ofcatalog. Inno-
vative Interfaces Incx, will be able to
join, Hickey said.
- Hickey believes mis system would
help solve the problems students ex-
perience trying to obtain books that
are unavailable or checked out for
long periods of time for senior inde-
pendent study projects. The com-
plexity of these projects, for which,
students often need rare materials, is
part of the problem at the College,
Hickey said.
. .
"We're a small college and most
small colleges don'thave huge librar-
ies," he said. "That's what creates the
Leaders
chosen for
'94 seminar
By ANDY DUKER
Fifteen students have been chosen
to take part in the Leadership and
Liberal Learning Seminar offered by
the College next semester. The semi-
nar, which focuses on leadership and
its rote in the future, culminates in a
three-da- y acquaintanceship with es-
tablished leaders, which in the past
have included US. senators, mayors
and CEOs ofTortnrie 500 companies.
"The wonderful thing about this is
we are able to do leadership theory
and practice together,' said Vivian
Holliday, professor of classical stud-
ies and history and teacher of the
course. "We need to redefine or re-
shape how leadership will be looked
at in the future," she said.
The seminar is primarily an inter-
disciplinary discussion class, and ex-
amines the different aspects of lead-ershi- p.
Some of the questions ad-
dressed include thedefinition of lead-
ership, its ethics and the role of lead-ersh- ip
in an environment of global
interdependence. Faculty from dif-
ferent departments visit the class to
please see LEADERS, page 2
problem we're a small institution
but wehavebigambitions." He added,
"The onlysolution to the problem is to
get access to other libraries that have
more materials."
, OhioLINK woulddothisbyallow-in- g
students to search a "central cata-
log" to which individual Ohio college
libraries are linked, for books they
. cannot findatAndrews. Students will
request what books theyneed directly
c theelectroruc catalog screen. These
requests would then be relayed to
Pony Express, a messenger service,
Hickey said. The service, under con-
tract to OhioLINK, would pick up
bags of requested books from the li-
braries each day.
"Within 48 hours of the time the
book is requested here, it should be in
our library," Hickey said. As this only
applies to books, journal articles will
be obtained by digitally scanning the
article into a computer and transmit-
ting it to the library where it is needed,
according toHickey. Itwill be printed
off on a laser printer and available
within three days.
. .
"This is not quite as good as having
the books here in the library but it's
almost as good," Hickey said of the
systems:
Justice director backs prison reform
By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
JanaSchroeder.directoroftheOhio
Criminal Justice Program for the
American Friends Service Commit-
tee (AFSC), spoke lastnight inLowry
lounge. Schroeder, who graduated
with a degree in sociology from
Earlham College in Richmond, Ind.,
has been working with the AFSC
since 1986.
Her lecture addressed the problems
inherent in the Ohio prison system,
prison conditions in general and the
death penalty. She also touched on
the steps being taken by the AFSC to
counter the increasing violence in
American society as well as its at-
tempts toaddress theroots ofcriminal
behavior among prisoners.
The first issue brought up by
Schroeder was the intensive over-
crowding in Ohio prisons. While new
laws have been put into place to con-
vict more criminals, prison construc-
tion has not kept pace with that, she
said. Schroeder added that Ohio has
only 24 prisons with a capacity of
22,000, while thenumber ofprisoners
in Ohio prisons today is 40,000.
According toScnroeder, "to say we
are going to build our way out of this
is unrealistic." Since the majority of
people in prisons have not committed
a viokntcrinie, community programs
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
OhioLINK wQl connect the College by computer to libraries statewide.
Students win be able to request books directly from the computer.
Margo Warner Curl, the technical
services librarianatAndrews, agreed.
"It will make a lot of difference be-
cause you'll be able to borrow from
other OhioLINK libraries almost as
easily as you can borrow from here,"
rather than more prisons to correct
criminal behavior, would not only be
more effective but also more eco-
nomical, said Schroeder.
Addressing general prison condi-
tions in Ohio, Schroeder discussed
the severe lack of space in prisons
where two prisoners have to share a
cell six by eight feet -
Schroeder ako addressed the prob-
lem ofstaffing in prisons, which pre-
vents the prisoners from getting the
assistance or counseling they so des-
perately need. Many of the prisoners,
if not already suffering from mental
problems, end up becoming chroni-
cally depressed once they enter a
prison. -
She added that there isalsoalack of
correctional programs in most pris-
ons. Those programs that are already
inplace have waiting lists ofup to two
years, as is the case with the program
for sex-offende- rs. -
Another probleri with the existing
prison system that Schroederbrought
up was that of prisoner education.
She said that federal funds for enroll-
ing prisoners in educational institu-
tions had been cut back so that more
money can be made available for
other individuals. -
"This," she said, "was particularly
short sighted becauseevidence points
to the fact that to keep people out of
jT-- j i I
Curl said.
; Curl herself is now involved in an-
other new development at Andrews,
the Hanna Fund. Donated by Willard
please see LIBRARY, page 2
prison once they have left it, it is
necessary to educate them."
Schroeder expressed her concern
on moves to build a super maximum
prison in Ohio. According to her,
theseprisonsare especially inhumane
towards their inmates because the
prisonm are kept in solitary confine-
ment for 23 hours in a day. They are
allowed no human contact and are
expected to improve without having
any help whatsoever. "How can these
people provr that they arebetter when
they are enclosed in a small area for
most of the day and have no reha-
bilitation facihties provided to them?"
Schroeder asked.
Moreover, it is extremely expen-
sive to build a super maximum secu-
rity prison. According to Schroeder,
it would be senseless to spend mil-
lions tobuild something that does not
altow its mmatestoimprove and even-
tually become useful members of so-
ciety.
Schroeder also out forth AFSC's
stand on the death penalty which was
reinstated in Ohio in 1980. TheAFSC
is opposed to the death penalty, for a
number of reasons. Firstly, she said,
thatitisrnoreexpensiveiokeeppeople
on death roll and go through the ap-
peal process than it is to keep them in
please see JUSTICE, page 2
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News Briefs Leaders
continued from front page
CAMPUS contribute ideas and aid in the
Wednesday the campus commemorated World AIDS Day with a Day
Without Ait." The event, sponsored by Lambda Wooster. covered artwork
with black paper to remember the cccmibutictts of those who have died from
AIDS-relate- d diseases.
Mateer Auditorium hosted a teleconference yesterday on 'Exploring
Internet.'' Students and faculty could fax questions to the experts during the
live, two-ho- ur conference.
NATIONAL
Former Navy quarterback Alton Grizzard was one of two officers killed
wnena fellow officer shot the two and men turned the gun on hirnsell Grizzard.
24, graduated from the US. Naval Academy in 1 99 1 as the all-tu-ne career total
offense leader, with 5,666 yards rushing and passing.
A man wan a shotgun sod pistol opened fire in an unemployment office in
California yesterday, killing three and wounding four. The gunman was later
fatally shot by police mfrrjracfariorherunempkjym Authorities do
not yet have a motive for the shootings.
The Food and Drug Administration announced Wednesday that stricter
standards will be imposed on clinics that give inammograms. The standards
will aim to increase the accuracy of the diagnoses and to give the patient the
earliest rxissftfe warning. The new rules will cause sorne of the nation's 12JD0O
clinics to goout of business over thenext year if they camx meet the standards.
President Clinton visited AIDS patients m Washington Wednesday tomade
World AIDS Day. In a speech afterwards. Clinton addressed the issue, saying,
"the face of AIDS is no longer the face of a stranger." InNew York and Chicago
museums, unfinished artwork was displayed to cornmerncrate artists who have
died of the fi
INTERNATIONAL
The United States, Vietnam and Laos are joining forces to help in the hunt
Cor evidence of missing Americans along the famed Ho Chi Minn trafl.
Working together fbrthe first time, teams from each cl thecountries wiB spread
out along the border between Laos and Vietnam, to gamer information and
question villagers. According to theUnitedStates.aKxe than200 Americans
are still imaccoumed for since the end of the war 20 years ago.
A bombwent offin a South African hotel Wednesday .just hours before pro-aparth-eid
groups were to have rx there. Five people were slightly injured in
the explosion.
National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
wim information from The Akron Beacon Journal and Wire Services.
Library
continued from front page
Hanoi and his wife, the endowment
allows the library S20.000 to S30.000
a year for Asian rrtatrriah As Curl
wrote in her letter in the Nov. 19 issue
of the Voicf.she andProfessors David
Gedalecia. Ishwar Harris. John
Hondroa and David McConneH are
responsible for deciding the new ma-teri- als
to be purchased.
The professors represent different
areas of Asian interest China. Ja-
pan. India, the Middle East while
Carl said she helps coordinate the
f Colgate University
invites you to consider a career in teaching.
I Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teachingdegree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching high
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generates financial aid is available to qualified students.
I For more infot motion write to Colgate University, Jo AnnePavano Chair nnartmnt nf FJi.mttn--. ti -i--i. r-.- .
I Hamiltnn .Nmm Verb I IZAK.t,-
- fj j - ,
expenditure of the fund. She said her
experience in India contributed to her
mvotvementin the project. Curl said
right now they are "targeting refer-
ence" by purchasing matfrials like
two-volu-me encyclopedias on Japan
to add to the collection.
One other change to Andrews Li-
brary this month win be the removal
of the card catalog on the main leveL
which. Hickey said, the library no
longer needs.
"We've kept it this long to make
sure there were no errors in the elec-
tronic catalog." he said.
IQa t DU- - itc o-- w n, s f , pynt ' J I JJ f - , .J U
discus-
sion.
Theacoiaintanceshipisalsoalarge
part of the class. Each student is
assigned a recognized leader, called a
host, to visitand observe. This is done
over three days during spring break.
Afterwards, students are required to
give a report on their experiences to
the seminar.
Previous well-kno- wn hosts for the
program include Dawn Steel, presi-
dent ofColumbia Pictures, VS. Con-
gress Rep Louis Stokes. Wilma
Mankiller. principal chief of the
Cherokee Nation, and Patricia Ire-
land, president of the National Orga-
nization for Women.
Admission to thecourse is based on
a wriaen application with an essay
and a short interview. Academic per-
formance, the breadth and depth of
courses taken, major and geographi-
cal background are also taken into
consideration in order to obtain a well-balanc- ed
class.
Started in 1986 with a grant from
the Henry Luce Foundation, the pro-
gram has been financed by the college
since 1990. Holliday encouraged stu- -
Undergraduates first to
present at GSA seminar
NEWSSERVICES
Heather Caneau 94 and Stephen
Small "94 presented their research
projects to the recent annual national
meeting of the Geological Society of
America (GSA) in Boston.
The invitation to attend this gather-
ing gave Carrran and Smail the op-
portunity to present their current re-sea- rch
findings to about 6JXQ of the
world's most noted geologists. Tt
was an overall good experience to go
to a place where the people all know
what you're talking about," said
Canrau,
Among the people who presented
their research findings and theories.
Caneau and Smail were the only un-
dergraduates. Mark Wilson, profes-
sor and chair of the geology depart-
ment, commented on the honor of
receiving such an uncommon oppor-
tunity.
It is most unusual for undergradu-
ate students to make presentations at
a national meeting of professional
trim tig." said Wilson. "You can
CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
Honda CRX '85
Black. SI engine, sunroof,
new exhaust, A-- l condition.
Asking S200.
Callx-413- 1
Leadership seminar students will take on a three-da- y apprenticeship
with a recognized leader as part of the course offered next semester.
dents to plan ahead toapply for enrol-
lment The vice president for aca-
demic affairs sends an informative
letter concerning the course and how
to apply to students in the fall of their
junior and senior years.
The course is given only in the
spring semester, but Holliday hopes
that eventually the course will be ex--
count on one hand the number of
undergraduates making presentations
at these major meetings."
Both students are conducting ex-
periments on geological formations
in southwestern Utah, however.
Caneau focused on the Basin and
Range province and Smail on the
Cini Formation in Utah. "Heather
and I are working on topics that have
rxxbeen studied m detail." said Smail.
There are overviews, and the area
has been geologically mapped. This
general information gave us the op-
portunity to specialize.'
While Caneau participated in the
tectonics section of the conference,
Smail's presentation was held in the
paleontology section. Both are con-
sidering careen in geology and found
that the GSA conference gave them
insights into the realm ofprofessional
geology.
"It was good to see what trends are
shaping in the field," said Cancan.
"It's important to know what the fu-
ture holds."
Article written by AMY LAMBO '94
CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Macintosh computer (or printer),
in good condition, with bird drive.
Price negotiable.
Call 264-683- 7.
BEACH Springbreak Promoter
Small or large groups.
FREE trips and CASH.
Call CMI 1-800-42- 3-5264.
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
panded to both semesters.
The 1994 class will include Kitamu
Barnfield, Stefan Bielski, Can
Boardman. Will Cook. Chris FarrelL
Amy Lam bo, Jeffrey McDowell, Re-
becca Mullin, H. Fritz Nelson, Laurie
Peterson. Matt Seaman, Daria
Stefaniuk. Lynn Whipkey, Janine
Yetke '94s. and Rohit Burman '95.
Justice
continued from front page
prison for 20 to 30 years.
Furthermore, ""the death penalty is
an extreme form ofour society's idea
tffindingvwiem solutions to its prob-
lems." she said. It is a contradictory
idea because it will not help the soci-
ety in making any headway in solving
its problems, she added. Tt is more
important to restore lives than towreck
vengeance on people," she said.
In answer to several questions.
Schroeder underlined some of the
steps being taken by AFSC to prevent
the causes of crime in the US.
She described the Alternate Vio-
lence project, a three day workshop
provided by the AFSC to help com-
munities as well as prisoners learn
non-viole- nt cornmunication skills.
These workshops cannot reverse a
lifetime of violent conditioning, but
they are a small dent in the otherwise
violent life of many prisoners.' she
said.
She ended her lecture by calling on
the audience to "better inform them-
selves about these issues and realize
trial the criminal justice system of this
country isnotfunctioning effectively"
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Kitchen help, waitresses,
bartenders and bouncers.
Apply to Diggers Sports Bar
(College Hill Plaza).
Contact Jim Wyer at
(216)264-777- 5
December 3, 1993
Wooster Insight
Ethical treatment ofall?
A miliar animal rights group claimed responsibility Monday for placing
eight fire starting devices over the weekend in downtown Oiicago stores that
sell furs. Sinanfnesignitedatthree stores,
AninialUberafonFromclainxdrcsp
another group. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA).
This incident win not get the same attention as aboroon clink firebombings,
but it is of the same caliber. Both are terrorist acts by fringe groups meant to
intimidate. Individuals who choose not to eat meat or wear fur for moral
reasons deserve respect for their convictions. However, they have no right to
try to deny those same choices to others, let alone endanger property and
human lives. What is also alarming is that PETA would be involved in any
way with such terroristic activity. But this is not the first such incident of
nefarious connections. Recently, a PETA worker in Bethesda, Md., was
awvictedcf receiving $50
liberation break-i-n in Illinois.
Such questionable connections certainly does riot reflea the tvperf ethics
trqit fh rrpunntim TTPT fnr tntrrvnt nf animal. If these Connections
continue, PETA does not deserve mainstream support
Reuse rather than recycle
,The College, like most cost-conscio- us compames and organizations,
uses inter-offi- ce envelopes for intercampus mailing among faculty and staff.
These are used dozens of times before discarding. Students, however, are left
out of this arrangement. Their mail is delivered in fresh envelopes that are
promptly thrown away. Even if these envelopes, often unsealed, are thrown
in recycling bins, there is waste. Some envelopes with windows cannot be
easily recycled. The recycling ofpaper, furthermore, is not environmentally
benign, since potentially harmful bleaching and other processing agents are
used in an energy intensive process that accounts for the relatively high cost
of recycled paper.
Reuse ofenvelopes would be preferable. Surely, non-sensiti- ve mailing to
sfi wVmt ran hr. A--J ivereri in inter-offi- ce envelopes, which when emptied, could
t y-f-fr in e tynrzinrr wxt tr thf mgilmmn This would save both money and
some trees.
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Students don't
Drinking ti a problem on this cam-
pus.
We sincerely hope that the view-jxxri- B
presented in theNov. 19"Speak
Your Mind" are not representative of
Wooster students. Each of the stu-
dents who responded to the question,
in saying that drinking is not a prob-
lem on this campus, has obviously,
been socialized into accepting
Wooster's skewed reality ofdrinking.
IMortunatdy.at Wooster toomany
social events are centered around al
Victims respond to editorial, find their voice
' As victims desperately trying to
overcome our victimhood, we are
writing to The Wooster Voice in
sponse to our "hero" Matt Seaman's
article in an attempt to findour voices.
In Seaman's article "I am victim,
bear me whine"(Oct. 29), he insists
that people take responsibility for
themselves, yet he removes himself
from his own text What category
does Seaman place himself in? How
is be responsible? Is he responsible
for perpetuating fact or myth?
What historical survey or scholar-
ship have we overlooked that states
that Rodney King is the one and only
hero ofallblackpeople? Has Seaman
ever heard of Nat Turner, Sojourner
Truth, W3. DuBois, Malcolm X,
Martin Luther King or Angela Davis?
Not only does he remove himself
from the text, but he assumes that
unless people are black, white or fe-
male they do not exist His article
excludescountless communities. Has
Seaman ever heard of the Lakota
Swux,treCrierciee, the Hcpi Nation,
trOuanos, the Chinese-Anierican- s,
the Japanese-America- ns or any of the
ATTENTION
EMor$ UW Uou
Vt--j fKe
WVooeK. Nov
I in
Lltieks
realize drinking
cohol. And ifyou have ever been to a
party involving alcohol on campus,
you've undoubtedly seen drunk stu-de-nts
fallingot the dartcefko-- . throw-
ing up in bathroom stalls, and then
returning for another beer. Is This not
a problem? '
Most students do not recogriize that
binge drinking is a problem, and it's
sad.
This drinking behavior fosters fu-
ture problems as welL "As many
students will eventually die of alco
many other communities who have
all historically been a partof the social
and economic development of this
country?
If Seaman did acknowledge an
ethnicity or a gender then perhaps he
woukl get an automatic"A" incertain
classes. On the other hand, among us,
there is a woman who got a "B" in a
women's studies class, a man who
received an "A"in a women's studies
ccr,andawhiteperson who earned
an "A" in black studies. One might
think that one's success, or lack of,
might be a reflection of ability and
merit, rather than gender or ethnicity.
Although Seaman also does not
assume his maleness, we, from his
name, have risked theassumption that
he is male. As a male, how can he
possibly be the victim ofa rape crisis
center? Does Seaman mean that all
men are rapists? That rape crisis
centers interfere with men's right to
rape? That women or men who have
experienced rape don't need some
type of medical attention or support?
Isn'trapeacrisiswhen the rate ofrape
is increasing four times faster than the
rvfllnv vT?vWS rV
W Of boQ
yy' : Wo-- , o-- yy
uriet
jffl be a?JS. drills'- -
ft a problem
hol-relat- ed causes as will eventually
get neirmasten arid (toctors degrees"
(The Office forSubstance AbusePre-ventio- n
1991). -
There is a viewpoint different from
thosegiven in the last issue, and hope-
fully this viewpoint will challenge
students to question their own drink-
ing habits and their acceptance of
excessive alcohol use at Wooster.
JASON GINDELE '95
BECKY MULLTN 94
country's overall crime rate(1990
Senate Judiciary Committee statis-
tics)?
The construction ofwomen as vic-
tims does not always come from the
women themselves, but has been per-petuatedbyrnenthrough,fcre-xarnple,
the media. Seaman is not the only
man in The Wooster Voice who por-
trays women as victims. The article
"Assault Reported in Alert" (Oct. 29)
alsodoesthis. The woman discussed
in the article made a choice to use a
lighted public walkway (South Urd-versiry)w- rik
runs tnrough the middle
of campus a path which many stu-
dents, as well as townspeople, must
use to grt home. Whose authority did
this women "defy"? Isn't South Uni-
versity a part of campus which is
patrolled by security? Who, then, is
responsible?
Who is victim? And why?
"
MELISSA JOHNSON '94
- KATE PETERSON '96
ELINOR N. COBURN 94
NAOMI CRUMMEY '95
DARREN FLOYD '94
Page 4
SpeakYour Mind
JOSHELROD
ties." f in the same story the author
Howard Fmeman listed a glutofcoverage of
consultants. in
dudingTheWar
Room," a docu-
mentary of the
Clinton
.
cam-
paign, and a new
The media . has become so self-awa-re
that aU distinctions oflevels
ofpublic perception have dissolved.
book being writ--
ten by the CapuleVMontagoe team ofJames
CarvuTe and Mary Matalin. Matalinand
CarviHe fought as enemies as spin doctors
for, George Bush and BiU Chnton, respec-
tively. In light ofSabato's quote about the
media, it's ironic thatFmeman proudly calls
aoentioa lo the fact that Newsweek has
bought the rights lo excerpt the Carvffle
Matalin book.
This irony is not an oversight, thought It
is advertising. The magazine is aware of
what hurtest! its readers, and the news tne-(- Sa
in general consistently reacts lo the
public's taste. Network news anchor Dan
Rather, among others, has complained that
ncwicvsnprtitu"" sr nmrKnT
on his otherwise stoic show.
Similarly, the focus on consulting has
never been inert obviously strong than right
now. The War Room.' for erampie, fo-cos-ed
on the campaign efforts of CarviHe
and bis cpjoaSy-csssem- ed paiuin George
SatfiauTr,ilra A scviewer of that film
bat GarviZa and Sasftaoopoulos
The Woosteb Voice Viewpoints
Doyou think that the College radio station adequately serves the listeners ofthis campus?
'Responses compiled by NAT MISSILDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER
December 3, 1993
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MEGAN STEPHEN 96 CHRISTY TORRES 95
I don't think enough people listen to I only Eaen to Kitamu's program, the
tt. I didn'tknow k existed until last Christian muse program,
year. I think that they've done mere
publicity mil year.
JESSICA AMBURGEY94
I don't think that they do a bad job.
Bat. I donl think that the students
take fall advantage of it
SARAH DAY 96
Sore. We don'treally have that many
needs that they seed to meet.
SUSAN JEFFREY "96
I like the music, but we need Foot-
lights back.
KingsJames, GeorgeandEdward 'This one goes out to the one I love
The media crowns the spin doctors, exiles the issues A wave ofmultUation across the domesticfront Q
A recent article in Newsweek quoted po-
etical scientist Larry Sabato on the current
over-exposu- re of political consultants.
, Sihtrcci uk'urd ifac media, eying the sim-mm-,m
ation was out of hand;
"Their egos and the
media's willingness to
feed mem now over
shadow the issues and canriidatra and par--
ft "mcr-pa- g for me
- The aostion is that the media covering
spin has become so self-awa-re mat aU dis-tSnT- kri
ioflevels ofpublic percrptkai have
dissolved. There b a sense that mis is an
attempt lo avoid me chanengeof objectivity.
Itcould be argued that by exposing the work-
ings ofpolitical campaigns and suaiegies for
legislation Cas in the NAFTA campaignX the
media exposes raw politics, and that this is a
peak of objectivity.
There is a shortcoming in this idea, how-
ever. The coverage of NAFTA, and the
president's successful artrmpt to pass me
congressionally unpopular legislation, led
many to con
clude that the
treaty was a wa-
termark for the
president's
power and abil-
ity to lead. This
is a natural conclusion to be reached when the
coverage is so self --aware, and it might have
been fairer lo the administration to acknowl-
edge that the NAFTA debate was no more a
trial of presidential leadership than any other
White House-inspir- ed legislation.
On the other hand. President Carter once
referred to an eccoornicaDy-onitedEurope- as
"the sword of Damocles hanging over our
head." The same could be said of meproduc-tk- n
potential possessed by China. It may be
that President Clinton has decided that for the
American economy lo remain viable in the
long term, it will have lo be exposed lo me
rigors ofhard global (xtnpetition. Before the
closing of this century it is important for
America to develop more high-tec-h mdustry.
In this sense, the trial could have reaQy
been said lo be about a mock more maight-forwa- rd
issue: the ability of theUnited States
lo compete in a global marketplace.
ItwoiJdbericeioseethemediamargina22e
ft fvf ofCarnTff t$1 rvrn' ""
RoCins, and fry lo ctjeatvery report the b--
i ofcsenpsiss and uas teal s&BSjeanceof
jegjsjaoon.
loihEIndisaA edJahai ruerfor
-- tWVofce.
One fateful night, a young woman look it upon
hrrylf trxftnyw w htflTplf nm'T at NrNrrtyd's
unwanted sexual advances in the most disconcerting
- manner. PoorLorrra Bobbitt.
KOKHANGOH S.reaching implications of her
actions, as she stirred up a massive plethora of
emotions across the nation, and indeed the world.
Perhaps surprisingly, although probably not, she
quite effectively ignited a riot of feminist awareness
and support.
A lather excellent cov
erage of the event in a
recent issue ofNewsweek
quoted law professor Su-
san Estrich as saying that
such a dismembering as
Lorena's was every
man's worst nightmare
and many woman's occa- -
in such spectacular manner. But it has certainly
touched a feminist nerve, a nerve which has been
twitrriing uneasify throughout the tedium of the
recent political correctness saga, waiting for a
goodexcase. Well, afound one, but is k (he right
one? Of what sort of relevance is this?
Admittedly, there exists aU around us numer-
ous cases of genuine marital rape and avaiift.
This b a sick and distressing problem which
needs serious address. But take a look at what
we're addressing now. While countless women
suffer silently.
John Wayne Bobbitfs acquittalof
charges ofsexual assault shows
although maybe not the epitome' of
character . he's ended up with the
short end ofthe deal this time.
tional fantasy." Now, ferninism is good and healmy
and all that, but isn't that somewhat eareme? You'd
think that men were such beasts and I'm ccmcerned
with the typical man you'd pluck off the street. Are
they now? Realty Do they in their typical callous
irreverence fill women's hearts with so much hate?
John Wayne Bobbin's acquittal of charges of
sexual assault shows a lot Mostly this: Although
maybe not the epitome of character and class, it
seems that he's ended up with the short end of thedeal
this time, given that a jury couldn't convict him.
Perhaps the jury thought that he'd had enough pun-
ishment. Or maybe k had to something to do wim
Lorena's hopelessly twisted statement that " he
doesn't wait for me to have an orgasm. He's selfish.
I donl think it's fair. So I puled back the sheets and
then I did it." Yeah, our hearts bleed for her, being
const atfly untatiifird as she is. Slice off the pentses
ofaU the lousy loversin the world. Ineptitude in bed? --
Horror of horrors, how could he?
Pntutfa, as argued by the Newsweek journalist,
this whole episode has generated the interest k has
this country (not so, apparently, in certain other parts
of the world). DeSai.khassctnethmgtodowuh
theawatof k. Sorely eiostmaric frays do act end
we're aU being en
tertained by this ex-
cellent stereotype of
an over-libidino- us
ego (who claims to
have sex in his
sleep)andapitifully
unsatisfied wife
who happens to
have married him. This is serious talk-sho- w
materiaL Perhaps women revel in the satisfaction
ofBobbin's actions while inadvertently orother-wis- e
ignoring the fact that it isn't a very practical
solution (although admittedly effective). Per-
haps men see it as proof that all women are
inherently wicked and seek only to castrate their
male counterparts. Whatever.
Tlx Newsweek article treats this episode as it
is, and it is a farcical and decidedly amusing tale
of domestic screwiness, albeit a somewhat pain-fulon-e.
On one of its two pages there is, inset in
a box, statistical details of the incident, titled
TheLcgandtheShorL"Afterrnakingsta
readers are aware of the knife's length, it goes on
to inform us how much of Mr. Bobbitt was left
after Lorena's knife wielding. Unfortaaatefy.it
does not tell us how much she cut ofT, so we really
cant sum k up lo arrive at any sort of relevant
legacy lo me event, appropriately
and left alone. Her oCenngio the one she, once
. . .
DesjEB, ijveo.
KokKiaiGohiSi editorial writer
fortfm Voice.
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By AMANDA JUNKIN
It's tri time ofyear again. Tbeair
has grown frigid. Todays are darker.
It's getting mare and mere difficult to
make that long trek across campus to
get to class.
Bat have faith, winter break is right
around the corner: After two intense
weeks of cramming for exams and
finishing offfiiulpapen and projects,
many Wooster students will head
home to celebrate a wide variety of
holidays.
Christmas is the greatest folk festi-
val celebrated today in the world,
according to "Encyclopedia Ameri-
cana.' This Christian holiday com-
memorates the birth of Jesus Christ,
and always Calls on the 25th of De-
cember. ine name derives from the
Old English Christes Maesse, or
Christ's Mass," states the encyclope-
dia. The holiday criginaUy was solely
a religious one. However it has been
cornrnercialized over tre years. Cus-
toms of all lands have been added
through the centuries.'' according to
"Encyclopedia Americana." These
customs led the way to such popular
Christmas traditions as mistletoe,
Christmas trees,Christmas carols and
Santa Qaus.
Elizabeth 0Locghlin 96 cel-
ebrates (Zhnstrrias1 every year wimher
family. She believes that the religious
holiday has lost some of its original
From Russia with love
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COW students relate memoirsfrom their week-lon-g excursion to Moscow and
By BETSY O'BRIEN
JANTNE YETKE --
Special to rie Voice
Last May, we visited two of the
renowned cities of Eastern Europe:
Moscow and St Petersburg. It was a
weederful opportunity to visitRussia
because we were able to see some of
the transitions the country was
experiencing.
Their economy has been changing
rapidly within the past year. The free
market system is replacing the
communist system. Competition is
increasmgandforrign companies and
businesses are rrKJving in quickly. It's
riot hard to find a McDonald's, Pizza
Hut, Baskin Robbins or. European
Salamander shoestore anid grocery
store.
Due to the recent changes in the
economy.inflabonisahuge problem.
The exchange rate rose 10 percent,
from LOCO to 1.100 rubles perdollar,
in just the one week we spent in
Russia. Because ofmisrsrinflation,
there was a strong demand for the
U.Ilarsince it was so stable. The
U-- S. dollar was often demanded in '
stores and for food in place of the
Russian ruble. ' ' '
We found that everything from food
'Us the season to celebrate many holidays
meaning due to the customs ofdiffer-- "
ent cultures and the influences of so-cie- ty
and the media.
"Christmas is very important to me
because ofmyreligion," shesaid.To
me, it's the celebration of the birth of
Christ."
OToughlin said a typical Christ-
mas fee her involves time spent with
family. "On Christmas Eve, well
usually go to Mass," she said. "On
Christmas morning, weH open pre-
sents. Then, we usually go to my
grandma's house fix dinner.'
Another holiday celebrated at mis
time of year is HaruiVVah or the"Feast
of Lights." Hanukiah is a Jewish
festival, lasting eight days. This year,
k begins on December 9 and lasts
through the 16th. "The holiday com-
memorates the Jewish recapture of
the Temple in Jerusalem under Judas
Maccabaeus in 165 B.C from the
Syrian Creeks, who bad defiled it
with pagan worship," explains "En-
cyclopedia Americana."
"According to legend, the Jews
found acruse ofconsecrated oil in the
Temple, only sufficient to keep the
Eternal Light burning for one day.
However, by a miracle, the oil lasted
eight days, untfl a fresh supply could
be obtained. Hence the central act of
celebration is the kindling of lights in
an tight-branche- d menorah or cande-
labra," stated the "Encyclopedia
Americana."
to enlrminment was
cheap. For instance,
we wenttoan orchestra
concert one evening
and paid 65 rubles (63
cents) for the tickets.
On another night we
scalped tickets for
about $2.00 to see the
ballet "Giselle" and
purchased champagne
during the intermission
for 35 cents. Our
subway tickets were jsixrubles each orabout
16 ofa cent
The extreme change
in theeconomy has led f,tomany social changes
in Russia. The black
market hias diminished
considerably.
Unemployed people r
stood in lines on the
streetattemptingtosell
anything from a single
loaf of bread to Coca-Co- la
or a bra. Street
crimes werealsoon the
rise Pickpocketing
was common, and the The Church
Mafia had a noticeable Petersburg is
presence. thai can afford
Mackie Feierstein 97 said be cel-
ebrates tnehc4iday while hereon cam-
pus. "Every riight.ni light a candle
on my menorah," he said. TH say
some prayers with them,"
Feierstein said at home, his mom
gave him presents each night of me
celebration. He said the Jewish Stn-den-ts
Association on campus is plan-
ning something similar to this tradi-
tion. "We're planning to have a
PoUyanna." he said. "Each member
will pick out a name from a hat and
buy that personapresenL Then, well
exchange mem on the first night of
Hanukkah." Feierstein SUdOther Ha-
ni ilrtmh trartifinrt pylnflp eating pO--
tatolatkeswith sour cream and apple
sauce and spinning the drekfl, a four-sid- ed
top,
Kwanzaa is another winter holi-
day, celebrated by Africans and African-A-
mericans. "It is a product of
cultural synthesis in both Continental
African and the Diaspora of African
cultural elements," according to a
pamphlet compiled by the Student
Activities Beard. "Kwanzaa is cen-
tered around seven principles that are
the basis of the cultural values and
practices that shape the way African-America- ns
interact with themselves
and others." These principles are
Umoja (Unity), Kujichagulia (Self-determinatio- n),
Ujima (Collective
work and Responsibility), Ujamaa
(Cooperative Economics), Nia (Pur--
"
-
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of the Bleeding Savior in St
one of the few Russian buildings
renovation. . .- -.
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It's the time ofyear whea holiday decorations seem to pop p around
every corner and on every window. This smmtnaa adonis a LcAvry
window near the Pit
pose),Kuumba(Creativity)andImani
(Faith).
The Kwanzaa celebration here at
the College is planned for Dec 3
through the 11th and is coordinated
by the SAB Black Forum committee.
Activities include poetry readings,
speakers, visual performances, arts
People were willing to go out of
thefrway tomake an Ajnerican dollar.
When we needed a ride somewhere,
such as to our hotel, we waved our
hand by the street and one of the first
drivers to see us would pull over.
They were willing to take us out of
their way just to make an extra dollar
or two.
On thewhole,people were friendly,
receptive and generally eager to help,
despite the communication gap. We
didn't know the Russian language
and few of the Russians we met knew
English, but those who did were
interestedmoiffailture,andes
our music Cassette tarjescMmerkan
music were extremely popular for
swapping, as were Patagonia fleece
pullovers and Levi's.
Russia still has its inefficiencies.
On arrival to Moscow our airplane
landed at 3 am. withoutrunway lights
orcontrol towerguidance. We walked
offtheplanetofindtheainponclosed.
- Qurfiist fourdays were spent in the
.noisy and crowded city of Moscow. -
Moscow appearedgray.dirtyandplain
i with theexceptionofthe gewernment-owne- d
buildings and the tourist sites.
Gardens were overgrown with weeds.
i Enormous statues ofpolitical leaders
stood in parks. Our daily excursions .
g
and crafts displays and a dinner feast
Alan Guantai 9S, originally from
Kenya, said Kwanzaa is a different
type of celebration with an African
perspective. "It's a celebration of a
social vav of liff " he said. Tnr
African-America- ns, it's something
that brings them closer to Africa."
St Petersburg
led us to such places as the Kremlin,
Red Square, the Lenin Mausoleum
(where Leriin's body was displayed
in a clear glass case), the Moscow
circus and the Pushkin Museum of
Fine Arts.
We arrived in St Petersburg
(formerly knownas liiingrad) during
the 290th year anniversary of thecity.
Celebrations included a free concert
by Russia 'srnost popular rock group,
DDT.
We also experienced St.
Petersburg's famed "White Nights"
nights which last only a few hours
and start at around 12:30 a.m.
Compared toMoscow.StPetersburg
was a clean and colorful city with
beautiful buildings and church
facades. Our visits in St Petersburg
included Czar Nicholas and
Alexandra's Winter Palace (now
hc of the Hermitage ArtMuseum),
the Peter and . Paul Fortress,
Dostoevsky's grave and Peter the
Great's Palace.
Although our excursion to Russia
wasonryoneweekoutofoursemester
in Vienna, Austria, the experience left
arnemorabteimpressiononus. Seeing
the effects of the changing society
gave us a better perception of the
Russian culture. -
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A different kind of nightlife
While we're going to sleep, thejanitorial staff is
'"preparingfora long night ofcleaning up our messes VI
Bj AARON SXBYFSXI
The am has dipped down below the
todof Kjoke; ibe fights of Andrews
Library flow brightly. The red
tadights streak by ss cars zoom op
and down BeaH Avenue.
Night has once again
fallen upon Wooser. isClose to 1.200 of os
have already filed through your
the Lowry dinner lines. fireThe crowd at Mom's has or ifthedwindled down to those
few lastdiehards those explode,
craving just one more come to
chocobtf mi3afnte.The
TV has been tamed off
long ago; "Beavis and Bufihead" is
over. The only fife remaining are
those busy cramming for next day's
exams. Everyone else has gone to
bed. Or have they? What must be
done to prepare for the next day?
They say cleanliness is next to
godfiness. By thatlogic.night janitors
most be priests. They actually begin
thrirwork ataround 5:30 ajn working
through the loungesand flic bathrooms
arid checking to see how much of last
night's cleanup has been wrecked.
The paper lowei dispensers are filled
and the loose paper is cleaned up. By
9 un, the entire staff is at Lowry.
Soon, however, the heavy-dut- y
cleaning begins. The stairs and floors
must be painstakingly swept and
SOPHOMORES
4 H .' I 3i 1
4I O I IMC
mopped. And everyone's favorite
job. the cleaning of the bathrooms,
must begin.
These same custodians also clean
up me Physical Education Center.
That cleanupbegirsrightiftersupper.
these night custodians who rush to
dorm ifanything goes wrong. Ifa
extinguisher "magically" goes off,
toilets should happen to
these are the goodpeople that
the rescue.
AH of ttelockerrooms mustbe purged,
and the hallways swept. Frick Art
Museum also is given a thorough
scrubbing, excluding the paintings.
It is these night custodians who
rush to your dorm if anything goes
wrong. If a fire extinguisher
"magically" goes off or if the toilets
should happen to explode, these are
the good people that come to the
rescue.
They say the students aren't
exceptionally messy. It just depends
on the day. Larry Donier.supervisirig
night custodian, says who thestudenis --
are more messy during finals week.
After taking a three-ho- ur math, science
or whatever exam, a little mess is
understandable.
AND JUNIORS
"
I J MrrLT j
y " M
:
w FfESIDNT ASSISTANT
i' .: --POSITION FOR THE
f 1994 - 95-AGADEMIC.YE- AR I4 1 m a erf f r 15P 'J' si .j : vApplications Availably
i" 'T necember "10
kt the OfffcD Of rRosldbnfl6 tifo
located in Babcock ftdll.
Applications Due: ;
by 5:00 p.m.
Friday, December 17, 1993..
to the Residential Life Office. -
(If you plan to study away this spring,
applications are due November 26.) -
Up in the dining room, the clean up
begins at about 7 pjn. The salad cam
are put away and the tables get wiped
down. AD of the loose food is boxed
op. while the last of the trays gets
broken down. The spice racks must
be put away and the
Belgian waffle makers set
out The waffle makers
gc especially iuiputtai it
what would breakfast be
withotf than?
Even the food service
workers will admit that the
dish room is an absolute
catastrophe after dinner.
After cleaning close to
1,200 trays, who can
expect any different? Each tray
contains, on average, one plate, two
salad bowls and five glasses. No
wonder there's such a mess! Chuck
Wagner, the Lowry unit manager,
says that the place is usually clean
within an hour, but only ifeverybody
"busts their butts."
The janitors finish mopping down
all the floors at around 9-30p-jn. The
dining room is clean ready for
anyone alert enough to come to
breakfast
Mom's Truck Stop closes at 11
pjn. An ex-emplo- yee said that
sometimes they would play the
jukebox after closing time. Loud.
But who can begrudge them? After
listening to students babble all day.
'
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Custodian Marie Tartton leaves the mirrors sparkling. It takes the
janitorial staff most ofan evening to dean up the messes of the masses.
And they do it evening after evening.
they deserve a little music. By 12:30
ajn. they're done cleaning and an
eerie quietness starts to take over the
building.
So the next evening you find
yourself stumbling out of Lowry and
Have you studied off campus?
Had a great time?
Learned a lot?
Want to write about it?
The Voice wants to print your story!
Call x2598 for more information.
The Wooster Voice
Is now acxrpting applications for the
following positions:
assistant A&E editor, nydstant Sports editor,
copy editors, production assistants
advertising staff, circulation staff
. and staff writers.
Be an importantpart ofthe Voice
Fcrrxcre information, call the Voice office at ext. 2598.
Or stop by the weekly staff meetings at 5 pjn.
Fridays in the Voice office.
into the cold night air, give a nod to all
rhe people working. Where would we
be without them? Where would we
be without those Belgian waffles,
clean bathrooms and french fries for
which so many work so hard?
Students Needed!
Earn up to SZA0Oina. working for
Crate. Ship, or Land-To- ur companiea.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Ti- m
employment available. No experience
nui iy. For more inforratfion oil i(206) 634-04-8 tt. C552
GoHard
Deadline for submissions:
Friday.Dec.10,1993
Send all submissions with
cover sheet with your name,
phone number, box number
and title of the piece,
voBoxC-3190- ..
Only the title shodd gcar
on the actual piece?
We accept poetry, fiction,
artwork, photography,
personal essays, critical
writing, musical scores,
cartoons, or anything else
that can be reproduced in
magazine form.
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Holocaust survivor brings art exhibit to
Frick as part of First-Ye- ar Forum
BjANNAVONUNWERTH
AspartofWooster'sForum series,
"Knowledge, Power & ResponsibO-ity- ,"
the Flick Ait Museum is hosting
"Gyorgy Kadan Survivor of Death,
Witness toUfe"from the Vaoderbilt
Holocaust Art Collection.
Hungarian bora Kadar, an assimi-
lated secular Jew, was put on a train
bound for the Auschwitz concenrra-bo-n
camp. He was in the small mi-
nority that survived to witness its
liberation and his freedom.
The series of 57 works on display
at Frick represent Kadars impres-sio- ns
of the daily honor inflicted by
the Nazis, as well as a narrative about
his own tragic experience. His works,
for the most part done in Pitt-Crayo- n,
range from realistic images of the
prisoners. S.S. officers, daily inci-
dents such as beatings and roll calls
and the camp itself, to more surreal
images such as his drawing "Selected
For Death," which recounts ahorrific
nightrnare in which be had been cho-
sen fordeath. Other images represent
the mental processes of the prisoners
and the search for meaning in the
tragic absurdity of the time. Among
these works are his drawings "What
now?" and "Why7",-whic- h is simply
the image of a prisoner, most likely a
selfpcrtrait, deep in thought and deep
in anguish.
Kadart pieces seem to follow an
crgaruzedprogressions ifthe viewer
is reading a story. He includes im-
ages of the masses on the train to
Aushwitz and the lines entering the
camp headed offby Dr. Mengele, an
S.S.ofSrialwrx held each prisoner's
fate in his hands as he directed each
prisoner eitrier to the left, towards
death in the gas chamber, or to the
right, toward life of forced labor and
later of rescue at the liberation of
Auschwitz.
His works also depict events in his
Award-winnin- g pianist
By JASPER A. OLIVER II
Special to the Voice
I made my way to the uppermost
seats inMcGaw Chapel,whichacous-
tically is the best spot in the house.
The hall was packed with a mixture
of college students, faculty members
and townspeople. The house lights
dimmed, the audience was hushed,
and pianist Awadagin Pratt took the
The "concert attire" which Pratt
had chcenqikly shattered the con-ventio- nal
black-ti- e imagewhich most
people would bold of concert pia-
nists. With his long, dark hair tied
back in a ponytail and a pendant
hanging from around his neck, Pratt
sauntered to the grand piano at center
stage in a pair of black slacks, shoes.
photoby ELIZABETH MADISON
The cool and elegant officer controls the fate of the prisoners.
own experience at the camp, includ-
ing a bout with typhus and the deaths
ofhis brother, his wife and her family,
and his close friend, also an artist.
Just as effective as the powerful
images and merne of his exhibit are
Radar's unique brushstroke and ver
socks and a white tee shirt
The piano bench was tar too low for
a man of Pratt's height, and the keys
were practi-
cally level with The "concerthis chest But
Pratt compen-
sated
Pratthad
when his shattered the
fingers struck black-ti-e image
the keys and
attire" which
chosen quickly
conventional
launched the
audience into the first movement of
Beethoven's Sonata No. 3 in E Major
with unbelievable grace and fluidity.
In the style of a true master of his art,
Pratt expressed passages of delicate
intricacy in one instant and those of
explosive power and emotion in the
next
Through various aspects of his
unique phrasing and musical interpre
satility within one medium. Pitt
Crayon, which help to convey an at-mosp- here
of perpetual fear and an-
guish. The brush strokes in some of
his drawings are textured inaway that
makes them look almost like a wood-
cut He contrasts this textured style
performs
tation, Piatt revealed inany new in-
sights into those works cfBeethoven,
Bach and Liszt, which some of us
: --
'
- mayhaveconsid- -
ered familiar.
Pratt was bora
mPinsburgh. He
began taking pi-
ano lessonsat the
age of six and
took up the vio-
lin three years later. He entered the
University of Illinois at the age of 16
where he studied piano, violin and
conducting. .
Pratt was theonly person to receive
three diplomas in piano, violin and
conducting from the Peabody Con-
servatory of Music.
Described as a versatile,unconven-
tional classical pianist Praa has been
wimasnxxxh strokevery nklyinhis
drawing, "What They Were and the
Way They Wanted to See Them-
selves," which reflects those S.S.
officers who employed him to paint
portraits of them that were flattering.
In this piece he uses a textured stroke
in their "real" faces fora more flawed
and ugly image while he uses a soft
stroke in the images of them he is
painting as they look on with ap-
proval.
One of the most impressive pieces
in theexhibitis"Heil Hitler," in which
he uses tempera and photo as his
medium to create the head of Hitler,
complete with moustache and filled
with photosofthe thousandsofcorpses
who died in the camps. Other notable
works include The Suicide of an
Hungarian Physician" in Pitt-Crayo- n,
which illustrates a weak, emaciated
body hurled against an electric fence
with his head thrown back. "Dr.
Mengele Selects,"also in Pitt-Crayo- n,
, is an elegant portrait ofan S. officer
and The Crematorium," in Pitt-Crayo- n,
illustrates the chamber in
which theconcentration camp prison-
ers were forced to incinerate their
own dead.
Each ofKadar's works ispresented
with a poignant quotation expressing
his sentiments or telling the story be-
hind the piece, which enhances the
effect of thepieces as well as gives the
progression of the exhibit a sort of
concreteness. The exhibit also in-
cludes a 15-min- ute imerview with the
artist in which certain pieces are fea-
tured and he recounts his experiences
in Auschwitz.
Perhaps one of the artist's main
objectives with this exhibit is, in the
words of Albert Schweitzer, whose
words are also displayed with the
exhibit, to "think occasionally of the
suffering ofwhich you spare yourself
the sight" The exhibit is on display
until Dec 12.
in McGaw
deemed "a major musical talent" by
The WashutgtonPosL SomeofPratt's
other attributes include being named
one of the SO Leaders of Tomorrow
by Ebony Magazine amibeing named
the winner of the acclaimed 1992
Naumburg International Piano Com-
petition. Under the auspices of the
Naumburg Foundation, Pratt made
his performance debuts in Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York
and Washington D.C He has since
performed with the Richmond. Utah,
Grant Park, Colorado, Louisville and
Honolulu symphonies
Pratt currently reside i Baltimore,
and when he is not prat icing or per-
forming, he enjoys tennis and is a
devoted chess enthusiast
Compiled with informationfrom
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FRIDAY. DEC 3
The student spotlight showcase
has been postponed until DeclO.
Happy hour in The Underground,
5 pjn. - 6:45 pm.
VideoNight "Housesiaer." The
Underground, $.50, 8 pjn. Steve
Martin and Goldie Hawn team up
in this Frank Oz comedy.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes. 9
pjn. -- 1 1 pjn. Win free games!
SATURDAY, DEC 4
Hop on the Hip Hop MOOving
COW as it travels to City Center
Mall for some holiday shopping.
10 ajn. 7 pjn., $2 refundable
deposit Sign up at Lowry desk.
Film: "Blue Velvet" 730 pjn.,
10 pjn. & midnight Mateer, $1.
David Lynch's cult classic isback.
Annual holiday extravaganza. 10
pjn. - 1 ajn., Lowry ballroom.
Dress irp and enjoy thejazzy music
ofJimmy Landers. Freemunchies!
SUNDAY, DEC 5
Kwanzaabegins Umqja (Unity).
5 pjn., party banquet style. The
Underground (sponsored by Black
Students' Association) :
Classic Film: "Cartoon Festival,'
7:30 pjii. Mateer, free. See
"Charlotte's Web." "Good Noise'
starring Daffy Duck, "Jet Cage"
starring Sylvester & Tweety, and
Honey s Money starring
Yosemite Sam.
MONDAY. DEC 6
Kwanzaa Day 2 Kujichagulia
(Self-determinatio- n). 6pjn. -- 730
Harambee alumni brother
Rashon Lowe speaks. Sponsored
by Harambee.
TUESDAY, DEC. 7
Kwanzaa Day 3 Ujima (Collec-
tive work and responsibility). Arts
and crafts vendor in Lowry all day
andvisual paformance,To Boldly
Go Where No One Has Gone Be-
fore," 7 pjrt, Lowry Pit Spon-
soredby Dene House. Poetry read-
ing and guest speaker Susan
Frazier-Kouas- si, Lowry 1 19, 730
pjiu, sponsored by Dream House.
Video Nighc "Weird Science."
The Underground, $.50, 8 pjn.
WEDNESDAY, DEC 8
Kwanzaa Day 4 Ujamaa (Co--
operativeectwKinka). Speaker Dan
Manyindo, 7 pjn., BSA Lounge,
sponsored by Ujamaa Houser- -
THURSDAY, DEC 9
Kwanzaa Day 5 Nia (Purpose).
"Reaffirming the Purpose of the
Black Woman." Creative presen-
tations, 7 pjn., Lowry Pit spon-
sored by Delta Phi Alpha.
rr w
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Student choreographers
to present dance recital
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Kaa Tritt aad the CoBet of Wooster dance departaent wQ
prcteat the "Stadeat Caoreofrapfcen Daact Concert," from
Taarsday taroa?fe Satarday, 7 pja. ia McGaw Cfcapd. Thif
aUbraul concert wQ be comprfeed of srrea different pieces and 35
people. Daring the coacert, the aadieace wfl be seated withia the
cacar loft so aa to farther a feefiaf ofartnaacy. Because of this
aaiqae seating arraagaaeat, tickets are EmJted. For nacre
iaJbntatka aad ticket details call the Freedbader Theatre box
Voffiet at 23-22-4 L
T
mb' baJjTi ii 1 1 j i i fniM
SPRING BREAK 94
Cancan, Bahamas. Jamaica,
Florida A Padre!
1 10 Lowest.Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and your trip
is free!
a
1-800-32-
8SAVE
CLASSIFIED
JOBOFTCRTUNITIES
Earn S500-S100- 0 weekly stuffing
envelopes.
For details RUSH $1X0 with
SASElo:
CROUP FIVE.
57 Gretime Dr.. Suite 307.
Dover. DE 19901.
photo br ELIZABETH MADISON
'
BMW
WWi each tax deduct&la
tha FtaodtTln Victims, your
t!w FREE grva-awa-y
Upcoming week in entertainment
Dee. 3
Pat Daley, 10 pjn.
Through Dcc.4
Peabody's Down Under
American Hurrah
Through Dec. 19
Dobama Theatre
Madrigal Dinner
Through Dec. 5 and Dec 9--10
Akron Gvic Theatre
Cleveland Public Theatre
"A Christmas Carol"
Through Dec 26
Great Lakes Theatre Festival
Ohio Theatre
Maya Lhr PublicPrivate
Through Jan. 23
Wexner Center for ihe Arts
Louis L Khan: la the Realm of
Architecture
Through Jan. 23
Wexner Center for the Arts
Studio Dance Concert. 7 pjn.
McCaw Chapel
Through Dec 4
Dee. 4
"Blue Velvet," 730 pjn, 10 pjn.
and midnight;,
"Mateer Auditorium
Her Story. His Story: Jewelry
and Sculpture by Kathleen Browne
and Keith Lewis
Through Jan. 2
Akron Art Museum
The Art of William Sommer
Through Jan. 9
Akron Art Museum
The Magic of Christmas wnh
Oak Ridge Boys, 330 pjn, 7:30pm
Cleveland Palace
Messiah (Apollo's Fire). 5 pjn.
8 pjn.
WaetjenHaH
PORSCHE
n1-s-- m
donarJoh of your $25 to
nama vrQ ta tubmltlad for .
of a BUW or Porsche.
A local official with the Salvation Army win announce the
name on January 30, 1994k Point of dalfvery is' i
Charlotte, N.C. (Recipient responsible for all
applicable vehicle taxes and licenses.)
Make check(s) payable to: FJoodFb Victims, P.O. Box
. 241508, Charlotte, NC 28224.
Cleveland State University
"Louis Kahm life. Work, and
Legacy" 10 ajn.-nco- n
Wexner Center for the Arts
Don't Throw Shoes presents "Shoes
Unplugged," 7:30 pjn.
Dice multipurpose room
Dec. 5
Wooster Chorus Christmas Concert.
4 pjn.
Gault Recital Hall
Self-Portr-ail Exhibition and
Minor. Mirror on the Wall
Through Jan. 16
Massillon Museum
Messiah (Apollo's Fire), 3 pm.
Church of the Savior
Beaux Arts Trio, 4 pjn.
Finney Chapel
Cartoon Festival. 730 pjn.
Mateer Auditorium
Young Artists: Exploring Architec-
ture 1 pjn.-- 3 pjn.
Wexner Center Cafe
The Life and Times of ADen
Ginsberg." 230 pjn
Wexner Center for the Arts
Dec. 6
The Lion in Winter"
Through Jan. 2
Cleveland Play House
Diome Warwick, 8 pJn.
Music Hall
Dee. 7
Splendid Variety: l&b-Centu- ry
Art in Japan
Through March 6
Cleveland Museum of Art
The Gift of the Magi"
Through Dec 26
Magical Theatre Company
A Holiday Celebration, 730 pjn.
:Micsxstb?? 0(0)
Ccr&o's WayR
1:05,4:05,7:00,935
Age ofInnocence PG
1:00, 4:15, 7:10, 930
Mrs. DoubtfirePG-1-3
1:45,430,7:15, lftOO
Nightmare Before
Christmas PG
1220, 3:00, 530, 7:25,
930
A Perfect Wor!d-PG- -13
1:15, 4:10, 7,05,1005
Addams Family
Values-PG-
-13 '
1230,3:10,5:10,730,
9:40
EJ. Thomas
Dec. 8
The Buchole Surfers and Mighty
Mighty Bosstones show at the Agora
has been canceled
"You Can't Take It With You"
Through Dec 19
Weatbervane Community Playhouse
The Star of Bethlehem"
Through Dec 11
Kent State Planetarium
"Arthur 33 and A Particular
Class Of Woman-Throu- gh
Dec 12
Cleveland Public Theatre
"U's a Wonderful Life"
EJ.Thomas
"Guelwaar" 730 pjn.
Wexner Center for the Arts
Area Premiere
Dec. 9
Larry Wilgus' Communuy
Christmas Choir Concert
Through Dec 11
Canton Palace
Plan Ahead
The Nutcracker"
Cleveland Ballet. Dec 10-Ja- n. 2
State Theatre
"A Christmas Carol." Dec 11
Rreedlander Theatre
Cleveland Orchestra, Dec 12
Public Audiioriuni
Holiday Film Festival. Dec 17-1- 9
Akron Civic Theatre
TJancing at Lughnasa." Dec 9-- 11
Shoolroy Theatre
Billy Joel. Jan. 24
Richfield Coliseum
The Lion in Winter." Dec 23
through Jan. 2
Bouoa Theatre
Man's Best Friend R
12:10,250,5:15,7:40,
10:15
RudyPG
12:00,230,5:00,735,
10:10
Look Who's Talking
Now-PG-
-13
12:15, 2:45, 5.-0-5, 720,
9:45
Rescue Me PG-1-3
1205, 1235,520,7:45,
1020
AI1 shows before 6pjn.
$325. all other shows $5.
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster
. ,
(2J6) 345-875- 5
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Low morals and psychotic personalities: It's a family affair
By MARCUS McGRAW
"Boy, you got your Daddy's bad
blood in ya." Ordoes he? "Flesh and
Bone," wrinen and directed by Steve
Hows, who isknownfor hissuccess-
ful clebut film "The Fabukws Baker
Boys." investigates the age old trite
saying: "like father, like son."
The son. Arlis Sweeney (Dennis
Quaid). after growing up under the
criminal influenceofhis father (James
Caan), leads a life stocking vending
.
machines, attempting to uphold mor-
als andforgettingthe crimes hehelped
commit as a child. Unfortunately,
there is one crime Oat he canUforget.
While the young Arlis is robbing a
boose disguised as a lost boy, the
father of the family awakens and
searches for the burglar with a gun in
hand. Caan comes inside to help his
son and shoots the entire family ex-
cept for the crying infant that they
leave behind.
While filling condom machines in
a honky-ton- k bar, which is hosting a
raucous cowboy bachelor party, Arlis
takesapeek at the festivities. He soon
sees the highlight of the
party, Boom-Boo- m The(Meg Ryan), the whis-
key drinking femme de simply
la gateau, who emerges and
from the frosting only to plentypass outon the feet ofher
patrons. Arlis saves the
dancer from thedebauchers, takes her
home, horseback riding, and eventu-
ally to bed on a stormy night.
Somehow.Caan finds his sonat the
Dusty Star Hotel with Boom-Boo- m,
now calling herself Kay. He has a
new partner, a drifter surviving as a
sensualshoplifter(GwynethPaltrow),
who later points out that the picture
Kay has of her family's house "looks
just like the one that they passed
driving." which proves that the world
is small even in Texas.
Fearing thatAriiswilllearnofKay's
true identity as the infant left behind
About adollar a
--
.
7ot cruapepperom. s cbeae. No trtdoties.
in the opening scenes, his father in-
vites Kay. who is unaware ofbow her
parents actually died, to her old home
movie might be worth seeing . ifyou
need time alone, because "Flesh
Bone" is a movie that guarantees
ofseats to choosefrom.
to "finish the job." Arlis discovers
Kay's identity, and his father's inten-tkxisacesdownthedusryroad.- 8hoots
Dad. The end.
The movie was slow, predictable
and full of dubious cowboy jargon.
The long, drawn-o-ut scenes, in an
effort to build characters, over em-
phasized their personality quirks,
which reiterated what we already
knew. "
The idea ofArlis trying desperately '7
to forget the influence of his father
was interesting, but Quaid, in an at-
tempt to foil Caan's wrath, portrayed
slice. About adollar a
1
IC47H
mmm
himself as a melancholy sap rather
than a reticent yet resistant son.
. Kay and the shoplifter, who pos--
sessed strongcharacter
istics, had unfortunate
fates as a result of the
men in their lives. In an
attempt to display their
truepristinenature,both
women were suddenly
walking throughascene
filled with a field of lushwheat, while
wearing floral print dresses. The sym-
bolism made its point, rxu the traris-formati- on
from stripper and criminal
. to theEngle sisterswas simply ridicu-
lous. -
.
"Flesh and Bone" also possessed
numerous loose ends, which are not
part of the suspense of the film, butjather the carelessness of the director.
Arlis at one point ccrifronts an em-
ployee who had been stealing money
from him, but the matter is dropped
despite the fact mat a significant
anx)untcftime was spent developing
H
ut-- f j
EDS i
'Hi
IV"
Tie MacmtobLC 475 4m4fU Color
Plus IfDisplay, Apple Keyboard Band mouse.
die confrontation in previous scenes.
Another inconsistency lay in the
entreprerieurialactrvitiesofArlis, who
inventeda vending machine thathas a
customer play a game of tic tac toe
against live colored chickens. How
these animals play the game is left a
mystery, and while the method may
not seem significant to the film, just
the thought of it produces too much
curiosity to.be left unanswered.
The actual cinematography was
decent, the scenes ran well together,
and the director effectively captured
the dry, cheap hotel-ridde- n feeling of
southern Texas. The music score
teased, with appropriate selections
from the Cowboy Junkies and Willie
Nelson, but wasn't strong enough to
be worth buying.
The movie might be worth seeing,
ifyou have extra timeowrChristmas,
or if you simply need time alone,
because "Flesh and Bone" is a movie
that guarantees plenty of seats to
choose from.
day
Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now; with this spe-- January 28, 1994, your -- first payment is deferred for 90 days. Its an
cidfiiiairirg program incredible deal no matter rMJWjwsIksiLSwrryshoddjwbuyan
PowerBamrriputOT Applecomputer? It does more. It costs less. Ift that simple. ,
dayCYouaxiMqiiali I I Q.
. Visky
Contact The Computer Sales Office
201 Tbyior Hall, x2252
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fly, Schnell placed second, and
Tammy Behringer '94 fourth. In the
100-yar- d backstroke it was Teale.
SchnelL and Gleason placing second,
third and fourth, respectively. '
The next day in the 500-yar- d
freesryle,Kinglooksecond,Behringer
fourth and Carolyn Knox '97 fifth. In
the 200-yar- d breaststroke, Wooster
took four of the top six places, with
Kingmsecond, Heather Johnston 94 -t-
hoxl,co-captianIizBugbee'94fi3urih
and Jen Hudson 96 sixth. This hap-
pened again in the 200-yar- d back-
stroke with Teale winning and Knox,
Karen Buchmeuller "97. and Gleason
taking third, fourth and firm places,
respectively. In the 400-yar- d indi-
vidual medley. King came in second
and Knox was fourth. In the 1650-yar-d
freestyle Knox was the first to
touch with Carrie Sergi comingin
behind her at fifth. Diving off the 1-m- eter
board, an injured Liz Helstein
96 took fourth place. Assistant swim
coach Brian Vereb says that she should
be placing higher later in the season
when she is no longer injured.
On Friday, the team of Michael
Baas '95, Tim Konnert '96. Andrew
Wunderley '97 and Derek Longbrake
96 swam to take third place in the
200-yar- d freestyle relay. In the 100-ya- rd
freestyle. Wunderley took third
The Wooster Voice Sports
Scots and Lady Scots perform
well in Allegheny Invitational
By DIANE BURTCH
The Wooster Swim team traveled
toAllegheny this pastweekend,where
both teams performed well in the Al-
legheny Invitational.' ' "It was a
phsyically and challenging meet and
the team rose to the occasion," said
co-capta- in Lynn Whipkey 94, be-
cause of the greater number ofevents
in which each rwimmer competed.
She continued, Tt was a big meet for
us. It was exciting."; She said mat
Allegheny is one of their biggest ri-
vals and that it bad been a while since
Wooster hadbeaten them. The women
won the Sprint Irrvitaaonal on Friday
with a score of 413 and the Distance
Invitational on Saturday with a score
of 290 points. The men's 256 points
placed thero at fourth Friday, and
their 158 points were enough for sec-
ond place on Saturday.
On Friday night Debbie King 96
did extremely welL She broke meet
records winning both the 200-yar- d
individual medley and the 100-yar- d
breaststroke where co-capti- an Liz
Bugbee 94 followed at second place.
King was also a part of the meet-record-break- ing
200-yar- d medley re-
lay team including Peggy Teale 96,
Katy SchneD 94. Heather Gleason
'96 and King. In the 100-yar- d butler--'
place, and co-capta- in Mark Groynam
94, fifth. Matt Kacenga '97 took
third place in the 100-ya- rd backstroke.
In Saturday's meet, the men fared
better than on Friday. The 800-ya-rd
freestyle relay team,consisting ofPaul
Caviglia 95, Kris Marr '97,
Wunderley and Groynam, was the
winning team. In the 500-yar- d
freestyle Marr and Caviglia took first
and second, respectively. In the 200-ya-rd
fly it was Wunderley taking fifth
place and Longbrake in sixth. It was
Longbrake as the fifth finisher in the
400-yar- d Individual Medley. In the
1650-yar-d freestyle Caviglia finished
secondandGroynam third. The divers
scored as co-capt-ian David Diluzio
"94 took eighth place off the 3-m- eter
board and ninth off the 1-m- eter. For
Eric Haschke '97 it was seventh place
effort off the 1-m- eter board and ninth
place off the 3-me- ter. -
The Fighting Scots and Lady Scots
compete today and tomorrow in the
DePauw Invitational, Lynn said,
"We're going to try to getsome people
qualified for nationals, and added
that it will be an important meet espe-
cially for the women. David Diluzio
said,"We'reall veryexcitedand look
ing forward to this weekend. We're
looking to achieve personal bests on
both boards as a team.
do you really thinkyou can...
Beat the Experts
For the first time in the nine-we-ek
existence of the beat the experts con-
test, no contestant was able to win me
first place prize of $5. The experts
finally had their day as expert of the
week Tom Crissman shut out all 21
contestants with an impressive 16-- 4
record in a particularly difficult week
to predict outcomes ofgames.
With his 16--4 record, Crissman,
Director of Scot lanes and the dorm
director ofAndrews HalLjumped into
third place among the experts with an
overall record of 1 18-5-9.
Mark Hugh '93 continues to lead
the way among the experts with an
impressive 124-5- 3 overall record.
Hugh has led the experts since Week
Two of the contest. He carries a five
game lead over Week Ten sexpert of
the Week, Mike Householder, who
has an 1 19-- 58 overall mark. Round-
ing out the experts is Wooster Sports
Information Director John Finn,
whose record is 116-6- 1. Although he
is in fourth, Finn only trails second-pla-ce
Householder by three games.
Forms for beat the experts can be
found on the red ledge located inside
themailroommLowryCenter.Fbrms
are to be placed in the box next to
them.
Expert of the Week
Mitt Householder
but Week: 11-- 9
Overall Record: 119-5- 8
IA. Raiden at Buffalo
New Oriean at Clereiaad
Ailmu at Houstoa
Mbiaeaota at Detroit
Green Bay at Chicago
Washington at Tanya Bay
New England at Plttabw-g-h
Indianapolis at N.Y. Jeta
N.Y.CnanuatMiaaU
Denver at Saa Diega
L--
A. Ram at Phoenix
Godonati at Son Fraodaeo
Philadelphia at Dallaa
Army v. Nary
Florida at Alabama
Wtacaanai vc. Michigan Sutc
Talane at Hawaii ...
Sl John'i (MN) at Mooat Union
Defiance rolls over
iady Scots 85-5-2
3
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"
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Jennifer Miller '95 launches a shot over a defender in the Lady Scots'
85-5- 2 loss at the hands of Defiance. Wooster's record is 1-- 2 going into
this weekend's play at the Bluffton Tournament Carrie Headrick 97
is leading the way for the Lady Scots statistically with averages of 12
points, sevea rebounds, and five assists per game. Also playing well for
the Lady Scots are Jennifer Miller 95, averages 9.5 points and four
rebounds per game and Christy Antie 95 who averages 9J points and
7S rebounds per game.
TELEPHONE SCHEDULER
The American Red Cross, Blood Services Northern Ohio Region is seeking a Tekrecruitment Specialist who will work up to 16 hours per week in our
Heartland District Office in Wooster. Candidates must be available to work Monday through Thursday evenings 5 pjn. - 9 p.m.
v' Some weekday afternoons may also be needed.
Responsibilities will include telephoning people who have given Wood in the past to schedule them for an appointment to give blood once again.
Qualified rarMl shmii.i he high school graduates or equivalent. Experience in telemarketing, customer service, or inside sales
very helpful. Interviews will be held in Wooster.
Qualified candidates should forward a brief letter of interest or a resume to the American Red Cross, Blood Center Personnel
fTeleHTL). 3747 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OH 441 1 5. Resumes may also be faxed between the hours of 9 a.m.& 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday at (216) 431-302- 5.
.
T - NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE! v
'
-
-
,
An Equal Employer M!F,V;Il " --:
UPTOWNDOWNTOWN
THRIFT BOUTIQUE
250 W. North, Wooster
262-973- 5
' --Designer Labels
(?olb. J.Crew, The Gap, etc.) :
--QuaiHy Jewelry -
i -- Natural Faoncs :t
t
3S
A different type ofplace. Hr
Pace 12
age since 19707
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Strong performances mark close victory
Home openerprelude to tomorrow's showdown against rival Wittenberg
Bj MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Fighting Sea basketball lean
ushered in the 1993-9- 4 season by
wirning three of four coitests. Wuh
wins over Wilmington. Roger W3-Ea-ms
(RT), and Ashland, and a loss
the hands ofRoanoke (VA), the Scott
possess a 31 overall record. Tomor-ro- w,
the Scots open North Coast Ath-
letic Conference play against rival
Wittenberg.
On Wednesday night. Wooster
hosted Division n Ashland Univer-
sity at the Annington Field House,
where 1,275 fans showed op for the
Scots' home opener. Although the
Scots led by eight at the halftone and
appearedtobemcccimand, the Eagles
came screaming back and made a
close game of it. In the end, Wooster
won 68-6- 2.
Post SccwMeechS played a bril-
liant game far the Scots. Hescored23
points, including 11 -f- or-14 from the
foul line and pulled down five re-
bounds. Not only did Meech light up
the scoreboard, he also played tre-mend- ous
defense, stealing the ball six
tunes. Guard Craig Bradley 9S also
played a strong game, dishing out 1 1
assists, one snort of the team record
set by Mike Stofl m 1972. Despite
being in foul trouble for most of the
contest, post Doug Cline 95 contrib-
uted 16 points while guard Doug
Meinen 94 added 14 points, seven
rebounds, and tour steals.
Hidden among these strong show-
ings was the perfbrmance of post Ja-s- on
Zerger "95, who scored six points
and hadfive rebounds. Zergers strong
performance greatly contributed to
the victory.
"Jason Zerger played his finest
game for us. He was all over the
courCHead Coach SrveMoore said.
"This was a good victory for us. We
beatateamthatplayedlOscholarship
players."
Tomorrow. Wooster will play rival
Wittenberg in Springfield at 3 pjn.
The game win be one of the most
important games the Scots play this
year. The Tigers were the regular
season NCAC champion last season,
and all five starters from last year's
leam win be returning, including aQ-NC- AC
guard Matt Crotx
"We expect a very lough game.
This may be the toughest game on
their schedule." Moore said.
Sports Challenge
7 SfmU ChmJUng k m arU- -
- ifOn S?rt$ wrtton. Thafirtt
fnmHtmMmVieaaJcmlmJ39t
wilk tt tmimt am iwtr wit nttin SS.
Which professional sports
team (MLB, NBA, NFL, NHL)
has the highest winning percent
v
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pboto by BRITTANY BULLARD
Jason Zerger 95 shoots a Jump shot as Ashland's Joey Blair defends
hint ia the Scots (842 win over the Eagles on Wednesday.
Last Friday, the Scots traveled to
Pittsburgh to play an opening round
game of the Carnegie-Mello- n Thanks-
giving Tournament against Roanoke
College. Wcosierlcok the floor with-
out team XK3?)tam arid starting point
guard Mike Morgan 94 who sprained
his ankle in theTuesday practice prior
to the game. With Morgan out for the
tournament. RoweH Fernandez 97
look his place as the starting point
guard.
The Scots had difficulty with the
Maroons from the beginning. By the
half, a tough defense and wen-org- a
The
men's basketball:
Saturday-- Wittenberg (A) 3.-0-0
Tuesday- - Case Reserve (H) 730
nized offensive plan, both Wooster
trademarks, had grven Roanoke a 35-2- 3
advantage. The learn continued to
trail for the first 10 minutes of the
second half before making a run that
cut the score to 61-5- 8 with less than
2.-0-0 left. The Scots did not get any
closer, however, as the Maroons hit
their free throws down the stretch,
finally winning 67-5- 8 and advancing
to thecnampionship game of the tour-
nament.
Meinen led the way for the Scots by
pumping in 17 points, pulling down
eight rebounds, and dishing out two
upcoming week in Sports:
women's basketball:
today- - Bluffton Tourney (A) 6.-0-0
SaL- - Blufftoo Tourney (A) 13.-0-0
Tuesday- - Case Reserve (A) 730
assists.
"Roanoke has a very good basket-
ball team. We give a lot of credit to
them, but we could have played bet-
ter." Moore said.
Roanoke went on to handily defeat
host Carnegie-Mello- n in the final,
while the Scots crushed Roger Wil-
liams in the consolation Game 77-4- 0.
The Scots took out their frustrations
on overmatched Roger Williams.
They held Roger Williams to a
miniscule 3 1.9 percent (1547) shoot-in-g
from the floor. Meech had 21
points to lead the Scots in scoring,
while Meinen had 18. Meech also
pulled down 15 rebounds and dished
out five assists in one of his finest
performances as a Scot
"Scott has played wim a lot of in-
tensity and confidence this year,"
Moore said.
Two weeks ago, Wooster traveled
to Wilmington to take on the Quakers
in the season opener. Wilmington
played a competitive first half, trail-
ing by nine at37-2- 8, but Wooster was
too much, pouring it on in the second
half and winning handily, 82-5- 0. True
to their style, the Scots played tena-
cious defense, Umitihg theQuakers to
35.6 percent shooting from the floor.
Individually, the Scots were led by
Gir who scored20pointsand pulled
down five rebounds. Meech pumped
in 16 points as well as having five
assists and four rebounds. Bradley
handed out 1 1 assists, again one short
of the team record.
"We got off to a slow start We
didn't have defensive concentration
eariy.on, but we pulled it together in
the second half," Moore said.
Scot Notebook
Wittenberg leads the overall
series against Wooster 29-2-6, but
the Scots have won three of the last
four, including a 54-4- 5 victory in
Springfield last year.
.
Going into the game against
Ashland, post Scott Mecca 95, led
the team in scoring (1 6.7per game),
rebounding (83 per game), and
assists (4.7 per game).
Guard CraijzBradlev '95dished
-
out 1 1 assists in a game twice this
season. The Wooster record of 12
was set by Mike StoU in 1972.
swimming and diving:
today-DePau- w Invite (A) 1 1:00
SaL-DePa- uw Invite (A) 1 1.-0-0
First Scot
speedster
named All-Americ- an
NEWSSERVICES
As cross country Coach Dennis
Rice prepared Emily Moorefield "95
for the NCAA Division m Champi-
onship Meet in Grinnell, Iowa on
Nov. 20. be was careful not to say
anything about her chances of be-corn-ing
an AB-Arneric- an. figuring that
would just add to the pressure ofsuch
a big meet.
And without those high expecta-
tions. Moorefield responded by run-ningtherac- eof
her life, finishing 18th
with a time of 1 8: 1 5 and becoming the
first cross country Ail-Americ- an in
College of Wooster history.
T11 tell you, she was flying," said
Rice. "She had been running well all
season, but she ran better than she
ever has."
Indeed she did, running 45 seconds
better than her previous lifetime best
on a course with gently rolling hills
under conditions that Rice described
as perfect.
he was not intimidated by any-
thing or anyone," said Rice. "I told
her that she would have to get out fast
in such a big group, and she did, but
the key was the way she finished. She
was 24th with 200 meters to go when
she took off, running faster that any-
one else and passing six people.
"I thought she could finish in the
top50.butldidn'texpeathis."added
Rice. This was a big moment for
both of us and for the cross country
program at Wooster."
Team Stats
Mike Morgan 6.0 ppg 23apg
Craig Bradley 113 ppg 5.8 apg
Doug Meinen 153 ppg 7.0 rpg
Scott Meech 183 ppg 73 rpg
Doug dine 113 ppg 43 rpg
Jason Zerger 5.0 ppg 3D rpg
Greg Morris - 3.0 ppg 3.0 rpg
R. Fernandez 1-- 5 ppg 1.0 apg
Lament Paris 3.0 ppg 2D rpg
ICMallarnee 13 ppg 03 apg
Jeff Hamilton 1-- 0 PPg 23 apg
Kevin Qere 1-- 0 ppg IX) rpg
MDceYeater 0.0 ppg ID rpg
Quote ofthe week
"We are the toughest team on
their schedule.'
Wooster men's basketball
Head Coach Steve Moore
on Wittenberg.
